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Key Performance Indicators

Key Performance 
Indicators January February March

2023 
Year to 

Date

2022 
Monthly 
Average

Business Checks 2,982 1821 2,720 7,523 2,273

Citizen Contacts 1,303 783 1,291 3,377 1,107

NOPD Assists 19 12 17 48 26

Subjects Moved 541 487 702 1,730 526

Medical (EMS Notified 
Rendered Aid)

7 5 9 21 8



Summary of Month Activities
3/11/2023

While conducting walking patrols, UFQ Detail personnel contacted an adult male in the 100 block of Royal 
St. unresponsive to touch or verbal commands. EMS was requested and arrived on scene to render aid. Upon 
further medical assessment, it was determined that although the male subject had been drinking, hospitalization 
was not required. At this point, the Sobering Center was contacted and apprised of the situation. Once Sobering 
Center arrived and initiated evaluation of the male, it was learned that the individual would voluntarily enter the 
treatment program. Sobering Center staff then transported the individual to the Sobering Center facility located 
at 732 North Claiborne Ave.

3/27/2023

While conducting a routine business check at 801 Canal , Walgreens, UFQ Deputies observed a male individual in 
possession of a large overstuffed bag. Upon observing the approaching officers, the male suspect discarded the 
bag on a nearby shelf and hurriedly exited the front doors of the store. Upon further examination of the bag’s 
contents, Deputies discovered an abundance of store merchandise. Deputies attempted to apprehend the 
suspect, but to no avail. The store merchandise was returned to Walgreen’s staff.



Summary of Month Activities
 UFQ Administrator Matthew Pincus met with 8th District Commander, Captain Lejon Roberts, in an 

effort to promote communication and provide background on the UFQ‘s operations and duties. As per 
Captain Robert’s request, on duty UFQ personnel, while on routine patrol, will assist NOPD in 
monitoring and insuring that barricades are in place during the Royal Street Promenade hours.

 For the first time since the inception of the UFQ Patrol Detail, UFQ officers worked a combined total of 
402 hours during the week of French Quarter Fest. This is certainly a milestone for the program. We 
are currently optimistic that this trend will continue through the festival season an into the summer 
months.
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